This paper describes a new knowledge evaluating indicator for human-machine interface. Knowledge representation method is based on semantic network, analysis and research on the operating processes and interactions. Providing a knowledge evaluation method of human-computer interface that is based on objectoriented semantic network can help describe the interface semantic knowledge. Knowledge quantity, with the method of interface and psychological semantic model, can describe operational efficiency. Knowledge quantity is one of the key factors that influence the success and efficiency of man-machine dialogue. Thus, the analysis of the relationship between knowledge quantity of human-machine interface and operational efficiency will have great significance in reducing the complexity of the interface design and evaluation
INTRODUCTION
With the gradual development of human-machine interaction, knowledgization has become the main development trend of man-machine interface (Piaget, 1970) . Knowledgization of modern human-machine relationships makes human-machine knowledge interaction the research front of intelligent and natural humanmachine interactions. Generally speaking, intelligent interface highlights intelligent navigation that is led by the interface, and the key to knowledge interaction on the human-machine interface lies in the knowledge-based human-machine dialogue. To ensure the smooth operation of the system in this interactive mode, the realization of human-machine interactive goal will have to rely on knowledge interaction between knowledge and the interface.
If the space dimension of problem is smaller, the semantic relationships among elements of solution paths are in accordance with the understanding and knowledge characteristics of operators (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) , which will contribute to human's efficiency in solving the problem space (Hervás and Bravo, 2011) . The key to evaluating the quality of knowledge interface is the operator's solving ability (cognitive ability) rather than operational skills. Although the knowledge delivered by the interface is associated with users, users find it difficult to fully express their own knowledge acquisition. Practices show that it is appropriate to study knowledge interface with methods of cognitive science (Choong and Salvendy, 1999) . In particular, the paper has adopted the reaction time (i.e. the time needed for body to respond to the stimulus, that is, the interval between stimulus and response) to measure the semantic distance and semantic diameter among interface elements. For example, the distance between interface A and button B is smaller than that between interface C and button B, which reveals that, to some extent, compared with interface C, button B is more efficient on interface A and is easier and faster to use (Duda and Hart et al., 1977) ..
DESCRIPTION OF THE SEMANTIC AND KNOWLEDGE AMOUNT ON THE INTERFACE
Knowledge amount is a function about study time, which can be regarded as a reflection or the scale of basic characteristics of knowledge amount. Namely, there is a mapping relationship between knowledge K and teaching time T. According to rough set theory, knowledge is an orderly system composed of different granularities of knowledge particles. Meanwhile, as knowledge acquisition is a progressing process, knowledge can be regarded as an ordered sequence set I and each sequence of the set represents one kind of knowledge. The index word of each element in the sequence represents the position of symbols in the sequence (Xiong and Sheng et al., 2012) .
The Representation of Knowledge
Supposing that ( , , , )  S U A V g is knowledge representation system, while 12 { , ,..., ; }  n U u u u n N is the non-empty finite set of research object, and it is named as domain of discourse; 
Knowledge is directly related to the tasks to be dealt with, and it must have corresponding knowledge to complete different tasks, so S can be the necessary knowledge to solve a certain problem or to do a certain task, and that can be mastered in social teaching and autonomous learning practice. In other words, the knowledge has corresponding relationship with composite study time.
As to the knowledge expression system ( , , , ) is the reflection of knowledge U and attribute A in the value set V: There is a corresponding relationship between knowledge particles and complex learning time:
g T is knowledge amount of S when the study time measurement is T, and then the knowledge amount of knowledge particle u ij :
Qu is the knowledge amount of
gT is the study time function of knowledge particle ij u , {}  m Max j ; the index word i represents the width of knowledge particle ij u , that is, the mixture of different disciplinary knowledge, and the index j represents the depth of knowledge particle ij u . The formula （ 1）suggests that the knowledge of higher level contains that of lower level in the same disciplinary knowledge, which is like a pyramid;and there is no knowledge of higher level, if there is no knowledge of lower level. Moreover, as to teaching time relations, knowledge of grade 2 includes that of grade 1, and knowledge of grade 3 includes that of grade 2, certainly, it also includes that of grade 1 and so on;Cross disciplinary knowledge is its union set. The learning time of basic knowledge should be measured for once, such as, a complex task involves multiple knowledge of high school, it is necessary to just take learning time of basic knowledge as the high school stage, and it doesn't need to calculate again. Similarly, the learning time of basic knowledge just need to take the maximum (highest degree or study time) to count the sum of multiple knowledge particles.
Specially, the purpose of this paper is to propose the principles and methods to measure knowledge amount with compound study time.
2.2.Interface Knowledge Representation Based on Object-Oriented Semantic Network
Semantic network is a kind of knowledge representation system which simulates human brain's semantic memory, and it is often used to represent concepts and sense relations that stored in the memory. In 1968, it was initially proposed by Quilian in his paper as a kind of explicit mental model of human memory. The knowledge representation of semantic network is relatively flexible, its expression ability is very strong and very close to people's thinking habits. The main characteristics of the semantic network is its structure, it can clearly represent the properties and all kinds of semantic relations among things. And it can reason and make searches.
The semantic network can be used to represent concepts, things, and semantic relations. Such as, generic relationships between things (ISA), node attributes (PRO), inference relations (AKO), clustering relationship (APO), time relation (Before, After, At), location relation (Located On), etc. Almost all relations or knowledge of contact type and the knowledge that can be converted to associative one can be represented with semantic network. After referring to some kinds of semantic network literature, this paper has adopted object-oriented semantic network to describe knowledge-based interface (Huang, 2001) . Figure 1 is part semantic network representation of a typical knowledge-based interface, due to the limitation of length, this paper can't express all semantics that interface contains: 
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Figure 1.BBS interface semantic representation (part)
In order to efficiently analyze interface structure with semantic network and reason the routes, this paper has made definitions the following forms of representation methods of semantic network knowledge, the specific representation is as follows:
W=(Nodes,Routes,Layers,Rules,Attrs). Among them, W is the name of semantic network, Nodes are node set, Attrs are attribute set, Routes are route set, Layers are layer set, Rules represent the relation set of the above sets.
Nodes are the set that constituted by all symbols and aggregations on the interface, for example, Nodes={text box, code box, Chinese characters, BMP bitmap, GIF animation, sound of background,……}.
Rules represent relation set of the above sets(Rules is a kind of composite attribute, and it contains functions and semantics).Rules may be simple relation, such as, AKO(A Kind Of) 、APO(A Part Of), or composite relation, which can be represented with function or formula. For example: There is no this short circuit path on the interface, and the efficiency is low
There is no normal reasoning path on the interface, and the efficiency is low or the operation is wrong Figure 2 .The "short circuit path" in reasoning (part) NodeAttr(a,attr1)&&AKO(a, b)=>NodeAttr(b,attr1) represent that b has the attribute of attr1 when a has attribute of attr1 and node b belongs to sub-category of a. It suggests that the nodes on this interface have succession relation. In this model, an important connection function Conn is defined with a representation of three-dimensional vector {x, y, z}. Among them, x represents whether there are functional connections between nodes, and its value is 1 or 0. y represents whether there are semantic connections between nodes, and the value is 1 or 0, only when x is not 0, and z is positive value, it represents the distance between nodes.
In addition, when the man's knowledge is richer and richer, the solving efficiency will be higher, that is to say, human knowledge and interaction efficiency have positive correlation. That is to say, human's brain has not formed a "short circuit" effect to the knowledge on the interface, or there is no short circuit route that is consistent with cognitive characteristics of human on the interface, see figure 2. So the accordance level of interface output and human cognition has very important significance to improve the efficiency and reliability of the interface.
2.3.The Description of the Interaction
Interaction is an important characteristic of human-machine interface, which is also one of the main goals of human-machine interface. In the field of human-machine interaction, current studies put forward a number of successful cognitive models, such as Peter Wright's resource model. This paper takes human-machine interaction as a process of mental operation where the aggregation of interface forms a semantic network with its own semantics as well as a topological structure and logical connection of other aggregations, which is also referred to as the interface semantic model. On the contrary, when operators integrate their knowledge of sensing interface and prior knowledge to create an interface semantic mapping in the brain, it gradually evolves to a new semantic network mapping called psychological semantic model. Based on the above viewpoint, this paper will put forward the following interaction model, as shown in figure 3. According to this model, the interface's operational process can be summarized into the following steps：
Step 1 Interpret the interface semantic model. That is to say, people translate the interface semantic model into the language that they are able to understand;
Step 2 To establish a psychological semantic model, establishing discrete knowledge blocks to fulfill the psychological semantic model;
Step 3 Mental solutions. To get solution to psychological semantic model, to simulate a virtual problem solving route, and to virtualize expected results (Goal)
Step 4 External operations. After finding out the solution to the psychological semantic model, to do external operation (Action), and obtain actual results (Goal)
Step 5 Match the mental states. Match the expected results (Goal) with actual results (Goal). If the operation is successful, this phase is complete; if the operation fails, it enters cognitive process and repeats the matching process in the original or a new interface semantic model.
CASE ANALYSIS
The Representation of Knowledge
Currently, with the development of science and technology, human-machine interface tends to develop into virtual reality and user interface of multichannel. However, graphical user interface (GUI) has become the main manifestation form of the interface. When using GUI (Richard and NENAD et al., 1996) , users must quickly browse the interface. The psychological semantic model framework will be established through users' understanding of semantic information. With their own knowledge and the tips on the interface, a match between interface knowledge and individual knowledge can be established. Finally, after their visual search for relevant semantic entrance on the interface, the operation will be completed. Before the task-related operations on GUI, users must first determine the task model through rough visual search and establish an implicit psychological semantic model. Therefore, human-machine interface interaction can only be realized via users' visual search for the interface and the visual search on the task-related interface creates opportunities for interaction between semantic and knowledge while visual search is just a form of external manifestation.
There are many types of visual searches, and it mainly includes feature search and combined search. The former belongs to preattentive processing stage. In essence, it belongs to parallel processing; and the latter is built on the basis of the former, we can consider it as attentive processing, in essence, it belongs to serial processing. The former contains color dimension, quantitative dimension and other searches. A famous scholar, Zhang Yi, has suggested that if there are numerous information on the web page, and the visual effect is relatively strong, in this case, the time that the user spend will be very long. As to this problem, the search time will be shortened by choosing material of dominant effect to a great extent .
In this paper, the experimental design has certain relation with feature search, because knowledge and semantic are closely related to the cognition itself. The increase of knowledge quantity on the interface and semantic complexity will inevitably lead to the increase of cognitive load and memory load, thus affect the operational efficiency. Knowledge and semantics play important roles in all links of cognitive process. One's first glimpse of interface has started visual search task unconsciously, and depends on his own knowledge and semantic analysis to match interface elements. It can even be said that the task-related visual search itself is the match process between knowledge and semantic. But, this experiment also has some differences with other ones. The main difference is that this experiment mainly focuses on the knowledge quantity on the interface and operational efficiency on the interface, not on the human cognitive characteristics. Although this experiment has adopted visual search paradigm, it does not explore the characteristics, such as cognition and attentive processing, but consider the visual search as a black box. It only researches the numerical relation between input value (the knowledge quantity on the interface) and output value (reaction time).
Experiment Purpose and Thought
If independent variables can effectively reflect the change of knowledge quantity and dependent variables can be objectively measured, the problem is converted into how to reveal the numerical relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. Based on this, the author has conducted the following analysis:
Experiments must strictly restrain the interference of irrelevant variables and control independent variables, which hold higher requirements for experimental design and operation. Variables in experiments should be designed based on reality, and their quantities and conditions must be strictly controlled. At the same time, the reflective correlation between dependent variables and independent variables should remain sensitive, which can guarantee the reliability and validity of the experiment.
Under this premise, this paper has adopted visual search paradigm to investigate the relationship between knowledge quantity on the interface and operational efficiency, as visual search has higher reliability and validity and experimental variables are easier to monitor in the experimental research on interface-related issues in the field of cognitive science. The number of background elements (number) in visual search can be used as experimental independent variables, which will have significant influence on operational efficiency of the interface. If the quantity change directly affects knowledge quantity on the interface, the adoption of visual search paradigm can efficiently measure the correlation between knowledge quantity on the interface and operational efficiency. As this experiment aims to analyze the relationship between knowledge quantity on the interface and operational efficiency instead of studying related indexes in general researches on visual search, such as eye movement, the author has adopted reaction time, accuracy and error rate as variables to evaluate operational efficiency.
Experimental Approach
In this paper, the interface is defined as the explicit and implicit collection of useful information of the interface, which is related to the completion of relevant tasks, relevant operations, and the acquisition of relevant information. From this definition, knowledge quantity on the interface is the collection of all useful information provided for participants on the interface. It is worth noting that useful information usually consists of three parts on actual interface: explicit knowledge, implicit knowledge, and users' prior knowledge. Especially on the professional interface, when knowledge quantity on the interface and users' knowledge can form a closed loop, the interface can complete the human-machine dialogue (PU jian-tao, 1996) .
In view of these problems, under the specified task framework of this experiment, there are only site symbols that consists of circle and letters + numbers, and the line for route identification, and to calculate the bus station is the daily life skill for all participants in the experiment. Moreover, before the experiment, there are also introduction of basic knowledge about station technology and training for practical operation, which reduce the influence of participants' different master degree of tasks. Under this premise, we can suppose: the total information showed on the interface is equal to the total knowledge quantity provided for user to complete the task. If there is no difference among useful information provided by every single element on the interface, the difference in the knowledge quantity between the interfaces can be measured by the number of interface elements. If the difficulty of interface tasks are the same, we can suppose that the knowledge quantity on the interface is the only factor that affects the efficiency of user's task completion. The more the knowledge quantity on the interface, the longer the time for user to extract task-related knowledge. In addition, as this experiment is not to study the influence of participants' mastered knowledge quantity on the interaction, the experimental interface is required to be as simple as possible, therefore, it can not only reflect the knowledge quantity, but also make the results not be affected by participant's learned basic knowledge. In this experiment, it has set a virtual scene of choosing starting station and terminal station for buying tickets, and all the participants are college students who have experience in buying tickets. Also, enough statement and demonstration have been made before the experiment, and the influence of participants' basic knowledge and experience on the experiment result has been excluded to the maximum extent. The circle + number are applied to simulate the stations The experiment has adopted visual search paradigm. Though simulating the task, the participants are asked to complete the tasks on the interface with different knowledge quantity, and the difference of reaction time for their tasks completion, correct rate, error rate and other indexes have been recorded, and the statistical analysis has been made. It has explored the influence and influence degree of the knowledge quantity on user's operation, made mathematical analysis for research results on the basis of that, obtained the curve about the relation between the knowledge quantity on the interface and operational reaction time, and further revealed the relation between the character of knowledge on the interface and the human-machine interaction. There are changes in numbers and station arrangement on each picture so as to reduce the influence of learning effect on the result of the experiment. However, on the whole, when the number of station is the same, the difficulty of interface recognition and task difficulty do not change, it controls the knowledge quantity on the interface only through the change of the number of station on the interface. In this experiment, since the participants have acquired necessary basic knowledge, the influence of basic knowledge on the knowledge quantity on the interface can be ignored. At the same time, all the stations are in the form of capital letters + number, it can be concluded that the knowledge quantity contained in a single station does not change. Therefore, it can realize the control of the knowledge quantity on the interface by changing the number of station.
The experiment includes three parts: The first part is the preliminary experiment. Only the route maps with the different numbers of stations have been randomly displayed, and the participants are asked to input master station number, presenting a total of 20 times. The part mainly aims to let the participants get familiar with the interface and operation, and lays foundation for subsequent experiments.
The second part is the formal experiment: the pictures with different numbers of stations and interval numbers (interval shown between the beginning and end of the upper right corner) have been randomly presented, but only the correct and error rate as well as the master station number and reaction time with interval station number being 3 have been recorded. Random interval has been adopted in the experiment so as to try to avoid participants from repeatedly inputting 3 after finding the interval rule, which will not realize the experiment purpose. The interval 3 has been selected because the mater station number possibly being 6, 9, 12, 24 and 48 and interval 3 could ensure they could be smoothly present in different master station number, and avoid short distance. Pictures have been shown for 200 times, and the ones with the interval being 3 have been presented for 60 times. The part mainly inspects the quantitative relation between the interface knowledge quantity differences and operating efficiency when the interval number is the same.
In the third part, the pictures with different numbers of stations and interval numbers (interval shown between the beginning and end of the upper right corner) have been randomly presented, but only the correct and error rate as well as the master station number and reaction time with interval station number being 48 and 24 have been recorded. Pictures have been shown for 200 times, and the ones with terminal number being 48 and 24 have been shown for 48 times. Besides, the ones with the interval number being 3, 6 and 9 respectively have been shown with the equal times. The part experiment basically inspects the impact of different interval station numbers (the task itself contains different knowledge quantity) on operational efficiency when station number is the same.
The second part and the third part have been conducted continuously, without setting stop so as to ensure the continuity of the experiments. Besides, to avoid mutual interference between the data, the results of the second and the third part have not been compared.
The experimental participants are a total of 28 educated ones in a university (including 16 boys and 12 girls) with the average age of 22.1 years. Each participant's vision or corrected visual acuity is 1.0 above.
Experiment Results and Analysis
If the total number of the station is 24, for the reaction time of differrent intervals,please see figure 4 , and if it is 48, please see figure 5 for the reaction time of differrent intervals: The results of the first part of preliminary experiment will not been discussed here. The results and analysis of the second part of experiment are as follows: after removing 8 groups of invalid data, the results got as shown in The results obtained are shown in Figure 6 : Figure 6 . Average fitting figure for the knowledge quantityon the interface and reaction time 
According to Equation (2), the interface knowledge quantity q could be obtained and the necessary time to complete the task could be calculated out. On the other hand, according to the reaction time, the interface knowledge quantity could be calculated out. It can be seen from the Equation (2) that there was significant power function relation between interface knowledge quantity and task completion time.
The results and analysis of the third part of experiment are as follows: When the master station number was 24, the reaction time under different interval numbers has been analyzed with repetitive measure variance analysis of single factor. According to the results, the main effect of the interval number is significant (F (3, 12) = 39.177, p < 0.01, η 2 = 0.861). When the master station number is 24, the reaction time under different interval numbers has been analyzed with repetitive measure variance analysis of single factor. The results show that the main effect of the interval number is significant (F (3, 19) = 24.201, p < 0.01, η 2 = 0.793), According to the results of the part of experiment, the knowledge quantity that tasks contained also exert significant influence on the efficiency of task completion.
The experiment is only the laboratory simulation of interface knowledge quantity and interface operation efficiency, and it is clearly not enough to be used for completely describing all the relationships between interface knowledge quantity and interface operation efficiency. It needs noting that the experiment doesn't discuss the contained absolute knowledge quantity when station is used as the knowledge unit itself, only considers the knowledge quantity contained by single station as the smallest unit of knowledge quantity. The definition of knowledge unit does not belong to the discussion scope of the paper.
4.CONCLUSIONS
Human-machine interface, the key determinant of high efficiency, builds a bridge between users and the machine. The knowledgization development of interface makes the conventional design method which based on experience and aesthetic encounter bottlenecks. Semantic analysis of human-machine interface, its knowledge constitution and the consistency between operators' knowledge structure and thinking patterns are indispensable to improve operational efficiency and users' experience. This paper introduces a basic method to divide and describe knowledgization for human-machine interface. Studying the consistency between the interface and operators' cognition and knowledge structure is effective in evaluating and optimizing the function of the interface. What is more, people can further explore interface knowledge quantity, users' knowledge structure, the interaction with other factors and their impacts on important indexes, such as the interface's operational efficiency and users' experience.
